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Welcome to Issue 2 of the Carnegie Newsletter 

In now our second issue we will be looking back at the Month of May including the 

start of June. This saw the Kirkcaldy Bulls take part at Big Bowl XI in Germany and the 

Kings faced off against the Highland Stags and the Burnley Tornadoes and we will 

also look back at the Steelers and Renegades fixtures in May and find out how they 

got on. 

Finally in latest news the Carnegie Bowl was ran on the 11th June 2017 at Duloch in 

what was more of a 4 Seasons Bowl with the wind, rain and sunshine the teams had 

to battle against. 

We will also have seen some changes in roles & responsibilities at Carnegie which we 

will just remind people of in this issue and how it affects each discipline. 
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Club & Committee News 
 

Welcome to our Newsletter 

The month of May and the beginning of June have been busy around Carnegie American Football Club including the first 

Tournament run by the club in 2017. Recently the Bulls were in action in Germany for Big Bowl XI and we held our own internal 

Carnegie Bowl however looking ahead we still have the Forth Bowl, Iron Bowl and a full schedule of games still to go for both the 

Flag and Tackle this season.  

 

Recruitment  

Recruitment never stops as the growth of American Football continues and Carnegie American Football Club aims to provide and 

facilitate for new players wanting to try out American Football and follow in the footsteps of your favorite NFL player. So, whether 

its Flag Football or Tackle Football we still encourage our members to help promote the work the club does to provide a safe and 

competitive club to try the sport. If you want to get more information on American Football visit our website 

www.carnegiefootball.com  

 

Committee Roles and Responsibilities 

In other club news, away from the field the committee would like to make our members aware of a few changes to the roles of 

the current committee members. Currently Sid Akbar is GM of Carnegie American Football Club and deals with all current 

activities across both flag and kitted from funding to development and due to recent time restrictions we are now devolving his 

duties to other committee members. 

We believe going forward this decision allows us to put all our focus and concentration into the growth of both flag and tackle 

football. We anticipate that this will be a bit of a trial period to perfect certain areas but also believe this will greatly benefit both 

areas of our sports within Carnegie. 

Tony Reid who is current club secretary will be stepping up as Kitted Football Manager and will overlook all things kitted including 

Development, Events, Recruitment and Fixtures. Tony already is a big part of the Dunfermline Kings and a well-respected player 

who a lot of people already turn to so we feel this is a natural selection for this role. 

Stuart Anderson who is currently dealing with all things Social and Web Related for the club will now step up as Flag Football 

Manager and will now also oversee Development, Events, Recruitment, Fixtures and all things Flag related. 

We understand this will be a big responsibility and a lot of added work for both members and we want to wish them the best of 

luck in their new roles to help develop our club. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

http://www.carnegiefootball.com/
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Kirkcaldy Bulls 
 

Big Bowl 2017 

Kirkcaldy bulls have always had a competitive presence on the European stage and this year was no different as they descended 

on Walldorf, Germany for their annual pilgrimage – Big Bowl. Big Bowl XI is the biggest, and arguably best, European Flag 

Football Tournament, hosted by Walldorf Wanderers. The Bulls were drawn against a few unknowns this year. Every team was a 

potential challenge Kirkcaldy were not able to forecast their Saturday placings. Although deemed a weaker Bulls side than years 

past, they were certainly not short on fire-power with current GB players Bud McFerren and Julian Holburn-White to call upon, as 

well as ex-GB players Neil Arnold and Stevie Bramwell. Filling the remaining roster were Bulls stalwarts; Bob Wylie & Dave Pasnik, 

Carnegie players John Guthrie, Chan Phung, & Stuart Anderson, and Northants Titans regular Steve Podmore. 

Game one was at dawn vs the London Barbarians (a squad formed of varying members of the current GB squad) was always 

going to be one of the hardest games in the group stages and this proved to be the case. Bulls started stronger and closed out 

the game to win 13-6. Lady Luck was on Bulls side that morning. The Barbarians improved with every game so a match up later in 

the day may have yielded a different result for the Kirkcaldy side.  

Next on the schedule - Uni Wurzburg. Kirkcaldy met this great time last year in their final game last year, scraping a 26-19 victory. 

The lessons learned from that matchup allowed great playbook choices and Kirkcaldy cruised to a 27-7 victory. The Bulls driving 

force came unstuck in their next game against a very good side - Maichingen Mustangs. Kirkcaldy tried to force plays leading to 

three unfortunate interceptions. An inadvertent whistle negated a great interception which killed of any further chance for the 

Bulls allowing the Mustangs to go away with a deserved 21-14 win.  

Based on other game results, a three-way play-off was now on the cards between Kirkcaldy, Mustangs and London Barbarians. 

Kirkcaldy regrouped for their fourth game, and came away with a 26-14 victory against a top Zyuzino Zombies team led by QB 

and flag fanatic - Lev Petukhov. A very well-mannered and fun game was had by all with the Russians pushing hard right till the 

very end. Kirkcaldy had to work for every yard!. Saturday's final game for Kirkcaldy was against Vechta Uni Fighters. This game 

started very slow for the Bulls and victory was far from assured, however they upped the tempo and closed out the game 28-6. 

Highlights of this game undoubtedly included a running TD for veteran QB Neil Arnold, and Stuart Anderson running in a 49 

yard TD from a simple pop-pass to slot. Bulls finished the day with a 4-1 record and were guaranteed a top-16 finish. The final 

game between London Barbarians and Maichingen Mustangs would decide who else would join them in the top sixteen. London 

continued their game-on-game improvement and cruised past Mustangs 26-6 to secure second place in the group. For the first 

time, Kirkcaldy Bulls secured a first place finish in the group stages.   

Kirkcaldy Bulls went into the second day of the tournament knowing that the next win would secure a top eight finish. Kirkcaldy's 

previous highest finish in this tournament in previous years was thirteenth, so there was a lot at stake.  Kirkcaldy's next opponents 

were an excellent Danish side, The Copenhagen Scumbags and the odds did not look to be in favour of the Bulls. However, 

drawing on the play-calling and execution that had gelled on the previous day the Bulls were able to fend off the Scumbags with 

an impressive 21-6 victory. Top 8!  
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Next on the card was Boston Mass Flag. The 2016 winners and a well drilled and talented team. Kirkcaldy surprised almost 

everyone by taking an early lead and keeping Mass Flag to within one score in a back and forth battle. At the two minute 

warning, Bulls had the ball, trailing at a 14-21. Kirkcaldy were making in impressive inroads into Mass Flag territory and they could 

see themselves in a position to win the game with a score and two point PAT. An unfortunate mix up between the QB and 

receiver handed the easiest interception of the tournament to Mass Flag who then closed out the game 28-14. To run Mass Flag 

so close would be seen as the best Bulls performance of the tournament and the players will now reflect on what could have 

been. A highlight of the game was definitely a quick pop route to Centre – Chan Phung who then evaded many tackle attempts 

to chalk up a 26 yard TD. With injuries and tired legs creeping in, coupled with the loss of Julian Holborn-White (due to having to 

get early flight home), Bulls were to find final 2 games of the day very taxing.  

First up was Novo Mesto Knights, who defeated them in 2016 by 20-7, and this turned out to = a re-run of that game albeit a 

slightly different score of 19-7. In the final game of the day to play for 7th and 8th position, the Bulls were pitted against the 

London Ex Pads, and the job was made even harder due to losing Dave Pasnik through injury. Bulls amended their tactics to 

correspond to personnel, and gave the Ex Pads a decent game, although it did feel at times that Tariq Dag Khan and his fellow 

Ex Pads were just toying with the Bulls!! That said, towards the end there was a similar scenario as seen in the Mass Flag game 

where Bulls could have scored and went for two points (this time to tie the game), however the Ex Pads just upped a gear and 

closed out with a very good 34-20 victory in another very friendly game. A highlight of this game was Bob Wylie returning to WR 

where he started his career and grabbing 2 TDs. 
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Bulls Head Coach Neil Arnold said this about the tournament: ‘I am extremely proud of each and every one of my players. To get 

an 8th place finish is beyond all our wildest expectations and this is unlikely to happen again. I think in all honestly there are far 

better teams in the top 20 than the Bulls, and it was partly down to the luck of the group draw and scheduling (i.e. playing London 

in the very first game) that contributed to this 8th place finish. That said I do not want to take away anything from the players, we 

had very specific game-plans and the guys executed brilliantly and there were fewer errors than I have ever seen playing for the 

Bulls. This contributed to winning games we may not have won on any other day, and we very nearly had the upset of the 

tournament if we could have finished off the Mass Flag game to plan..I love playing in this tournament it is superbly run, and all our 

games were played in excellent spirit, making new friends with Ex Pads and Zyuzino Zombies along the way.I have to mention the 2  

Bulls’ rookies from the Carnegie American Football Club umbrella, Chan Phung and Stuart Anderson. These guys never looked out 

their depth and performed superbly against a level of talent they are not used to. I would not hesitate to use these guys again. 

Special thanks also to Julian Holborn-White (Glasgow Hornets) who also played with Bulls in his first full competitive games and 

performed superbly, and I hope we see him back in a Bulls shirt in the future.A special thanks also has to go to Stevie Bramwell for 

not dropping any gimme TDs in the endzone this year and therefore helping me to not burst any blood vessels in his post-drop 

tirade!!’ 

Well that’s it for another year for the Bulls, the game jerseys and kit go into long-term storage, and majority of players return to 

their respective teams. For players no longer playing under BAFA they can be seen occasionally watching at local games in 

Dunfermline, or even turning out for other teams at UK tournaments. 

Bull stats following this event now read: 

British League Record: 121 wins, 1 loss (pesky Broncos!!! LOL). 99% win percentage. 98 game winning streak. 

Non-League Record: 84 wins. 34 losses. 71% win percentage. 

Total: 205 wins. 35 losses. 85% win percentage. 
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Dunfermline Kings 
 

It was a busy month for the Dunfermline Kings in May where the Kings faced off against the Burnley Tornados and the Highland 

Stags. Here are the 2 Game Day Reviews from the Games. 

 

Game Day Review - Kings Vs Burnley - Saturday 6th May 2017 

The Dunfermline Kings travelled down to a sunny Burnley at Colne and Nelson Rugby Club for a matchup against the Burnley 

Tornadoes. 

The Kings won the toss, electing to receive. After a satisfactory return, the Kings began on Offense. Short runs from the Kings RB’s 

led to a 3rd and Medium. Incomplete Pass. Coach Paterson would elect to forgo the Punt, perhaps setting a tone. A run short of 

the 1st down marker ends the Kings first drive. Turnover on Downs. 

Burnley’s Offense took the field hoping to take advantage of the field position. Thanks to a well drilled 1-2-punch from Burnley’s 

QB and RB, the Tornados were able to secure the first 1st down of the day. The Kings defence held strong though, forcing a Punt 

three plays later. 

Stout runs for RB Committee, Krzysztof Górzkowski and Yoann Hubert along with short passes to WR Cammy Scott kept Kings 

drives alive throughout the half. Burnley’s Defense being the first to cause a turnover, with an overthrown pass being intercepted 

in Tornados’ territory. The First half was filled with back-and-forth drives from each side. Dunfermline seemed to have the 

momentum despite lower numbers, although the Kings offense could not capitalise on that momentum. The Tornados had fight 

in them, gaining multiple 1st downs in the first half. An interception by LB Robert McDowall swiftly ended the Tornados’ drive and 

also the half. The Kings Defense would need to adjust in order to continue the shutout. 

Second Half, Tornados’ ball. Burnley once again turned to the tag team runs of their RB and QB, only going to the air once on 

their first drive of the half. Thanks to some adjustments on the Kings Defense, Dunfermline was able to better contain the 

Tornados rushing attempts. 4th Down. Burnley in their own half, elect to Punt. PR Michael Orr, back for the punt, breaks off a 

large run with one man to beat for the endzone is tackled on Burnley’s 25 yard line. 

The Kings Offense took to the field with a fire lit under them. A strong run game some quick passed set up the Kings in Tornados’ 

territory. The Kings seem to falter for a moment in the drive with a broken play but, Quarterback Daniel Picton breaks off a run 

for the score on an out of position Tornados’ Defense. 6-0 Kings 

2-point conversion attempt. Coach Paterson utilising a weakness on a Tackle side run, gives QB Picton the ball. Once again he 

finds the endzone. 8-0 Kings. 

Fourth Quarter. Tornados’ ball following the Dunfermline Touchdown. Another stout Defense from Dunfermline. Burnley are 

forced to Punt. PR Orr breaking off another good return, gives the Kings Offense excellent starting position. WR twin brothers 

Cammy and Dougie Scott make athletic catch and runs to set up the Kings in the redzone. The Offense capitalised with a 

punishing 15 yard TD run by RB Krzysztof Górzkowski. The 2-point conversion was unsuccesful. 14-0 Kings. 

Tornados’ ball once more. Due to a poor return on the Kickoff, Burnley are kept deep in their own territory. QB #4 for Burnley on 

an bailout run takes a hard hit making a heads up play preventing a Safety by throwing an outlet pass to his RB in tow. #4 was 

shaken up and would not return to the game. With their replacement now in the game, Burnley would face an uphill battle. 

Failing to make a first down due to Offensive penalties. Burnley chose to Punt from deep in their own endzone. The Punter kept 

composure and made the kick. 

Kings ball. A short drive with heavy pressure from Burnley’s Defense up the middle. QB Picton runs another quick score in. The 

Kings would not make the 2-point conversion. 20-0 Kings. Burnley’s ball. With some explosive runs, Burnley showed they wouldn’t 
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go down without a fight. Making their way into Kings territory, the Tornados stalled. With a well placed Punt, the Kings would 

have a long way to go to add another score. 

Tornados whip up a storm on Defense with a stout drive. Pinning the Kings on their own 5-yard line. A mishandled handoff is 

fumbled in the endzone with Burnley recovering. 20-6 Kings. Burnley goes for 2 and converts successfully with a short QB run up 

the gut. 20-8 Dunfermline. 

ONSIDE KICK ALERT! Burnley, going for gold, attempts an onside kick. Kings recover the kick. With less than ten minutes in the 

game, Dunfermline’s offense decided to stick with the ground game. A long run from QB Picton ended in a fumble with Burnley 

recovering. Now on Offense Burnley would use some of their momentum to make big gains with RB #41 busting some long runs 

on a depleted Kings Defense. The Tornados’ Offense missing its starting Quarterback would stall once more. Turnover on Downs. 

Dunfermline’s Offense would take the field to run the clock down. Ending the game in ‘Victory’ formation in Tornado’s territory. 

Burnley Tornados 8 – 20 Dunfermline Kings. 

Offensive MVP – Krzysztof Górzkowski RB 

Defensive MVP – Ross McGuinness LB 

Special Teams MVP – Michael Orr KR/PR 

Game Day Review - Kings Vs Stags – Sunday 21st May 2017 

A wet and windy start to this friendly at Duloch Community Leisure Centre between the home team, Dunfermline Kings and the 

Highland Stags. This would be Highland’s first game in their existence. The rain quickly subsided but a slight breeze remained. 

The Kings won the toss and elected to receive. Starting off with a good return from KR Gavin Cullen, back to the 50-yard-line, 

Dunfermline’s offense took to the field. A few short runs led to the Kings going for it on 4th down. A stout defensive showing 

from the Stags. Turnover on downs. 

Highland took to the field for their first offensive drive of the day. With quick successive rush attempts, the Stags gained multiple 

1st downs. Forcing the Kings Defense to adjust their gameplan. The Stags began to find a rhythm on their well drilled O-line, 

finding the first touchdown of the day on an outside run. 6-0 Stags. The Stags would fail to convert the 2-point conversion. 6-0 

Stags. Stags kickoff. Touchback for the Kings. Starting from the 20-yard-line the Kings struggle to kickstart their drive. Consecutive 

losses on run plays left the Kings Offense with their backs against the wall. 3rd and long. Incomplete pass from QB Daniel Picton. 

Dunfermline would elect to go for it on 4th Down. A smash mouth front 7 from the Stags pinned the Kings in their own endzone. 

Safety. 8-0 Stags. 
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Dunfermline kickoff due to the safety. A miscommunication on the Stags Return team as one of the Kick Returners touches the 

ball outside of the endzone failing to recover it. The ball is recovered in the Stags endzone, resulting in a Safety for the Kings. 8-2 

Stags. Kings ball after a short return. The Kings Offense had some time left in the Second Quarter. QB Daniel Picton would once 

again struggle as the Stags provided plenty of pressure, breaking through the line multiple times. 3rd and Medium, Pass to WR 

Cammy Scott, leading to a 1st Down. The Kings had some life left in their drive. Running Back Committee, Krzysztof Górzkowski 

and Yoann Hubert would struggle also behind the woes of the Kings O-line. The Stags stout Front 7 would make it a long day for 

the Kings Offense. The Kings would be forced to Punt, failing to gain another 1st down in the half. Stags Ball with good field 

position. The Kings Defense had made some slight adjustments and seemed to keep the Stags Offense at bay for the remainder 

of the half. Halftime Stags 8-2 Kings. Dunfermline needed some adjustments across the board.Third Quarter. Dunfermline kicks 

off. Stags return to the 40-yard-line. Highland’s Offense takes the field. The Kings made some adjustments on Defense at the half 

to better deal with QB Chris Shaw and the Stag’s Offense simple yet effective Double-Wing Offense. Highland would have a 

tougher outing this half with their Offense. Kings force a Punt. QB Picton would the lead the Kings onto the field with good field 

position thanks to PR Michael Orr and the Kings Punt return team. RB Górzkowski would break off a 20-yard run giving life to the 

Kings Offense, 1st Down Kings. Using this momentum the offense attempt some passes. One completion to WR Cammy Scott 

and an incomplete due to pressure on QB Picton. 4th and Long. Unsuccessful 4th Down conversion. Turnover on Downs.Stags 

ball. Once again Dunfermline’s Defense would make it a difficult outing for QB Shaw and the Stags’ Offense forcing another Punt. 

PR Michael Orr makes a risky grab on a short punt setting the Kings’ Offense up on their own 35-yard-line. The Offense would 

struggle to get some momentum on this drive. Losing yards on Penalties and tackles-for-losses, the Kings would be once again 

pinned in their own endzone. A tough showing on 4th Down by the Stags’ Defense. QB Picton tackled in the Kings endzone. 

Safety. 10-2 Stags. 
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Dunfermline kickoff. Blown kickoff coverage by Dunfermline allowing the Stags to capitalise with some solid blocking and a Kick 

Return Score from Stags KR Mark Betts. 16-2 Stags. The Stags elect to go-for-2. Unsuccessful on the attempt. Still 16-2 

Stags.Stags Kickoff following their TD. Touchback Kings. Starting on the 20-yard-line facing a three score game, the Kings offense 

would need to start off strong on this drive. QB Picton would struggle once more against the tough blitzes from the Stags’ 

defense. Following another Sack on QB Daniel Picton. The Kings would turn to RB Yoann Hubert. Tough downhill running from 

Hubert gains the Kings a 1st down. There is still fight left in the Dunfermline side. The momentum is ended quickly by the Stags 

defense forcing two consecutive Incomplete passes from the Kings. 4th and Long. The Kings Offense lines up once more going 

for the score. Deep pass to WR Cammy Scott is just overthrown. Turnover on Downs.Stags’ Ball. The Stags, capitalising on the 

momentum and good field position provided by their Defense quickly gain consecutive 1st Downs. The Kings defense seemingly 

on their heels, struggle with poor field position and some agile runs from QB Chris Shaw and RB Scott Maclennan. Sideline-to-

sideline runs from QB Shaw tiring out the Kings Defense. A designed QB run from the Stags leads to a Highland TD. 22-2 Stags. 

2-point conversion from WB Mark Betts makes it a 24-2 game. 

Kickoff Stags. The Kings requiring a monumental effort to get back into the game, blocked excellently on their Kick Return. KR 

Michael Orr gaining 60-yards setting up the Offense in great position. The Kings Offense takes to the field. RB Górzkowski breaks 

off another tackle-breaking run deep into Stag’s territory to end the Third Quarter.Changing sides, the Kings carry their 

momentum into the Fourth. 1st Down on the Stags’ 23-yard line. QB Daniel Picton looks to set up a pass following some run-

pass-option plays, finds no one open and the pocket quickly collapsing. Picton evades multiple defenders and runs it in for a 

Kings’ TOUCHDOWN! 24-8 Stags. The Kings 2-point conversion would be unsuccessful. 24-8 Stags. Kings Kickoff. Stags 

Touchback. Highland’s offense takes the field hoping to end the Kings newly found momentum. The Kings defense remain tough 

and put a stout effort to minimise the Stags gains. The Kings Linebacker Corps kept the Stags Rbs at bay forcing a quick 3-and-

out leading to a Punt. A short Punt out of bounds from the Stags leaves the Kings on their own 35-yard-line. Dunfermline takes 

to the field still with some hope they can string a drive together and make this game salvageable. The Running back tandem of 

Hubert and Górzkowski strung together a meaningful drive with run after run. Short pass attempts fell incomplete as the pressure 

of the Stags D was stifling. A catch from WR Cammy Scott for short yardage was brought to a halt with a targeting call on Stags 

LB Billy Mill leading to an ejection. Mill had been an important part of the Stags Defensive effort. Kings ball in the Stags half after 

the penalty. Due to penalties of their own however, the Kings would be moved back into their own half. A failed 4th Down 

conversion lead to Turnover on Downs. Stags Ball. 

The Stags final drive would end the game with a few short runs and penalties delaying the final whistle. Kings fall to the Highland 

Stags 24-8. 

Iron Bowl 2017 

The Dunfermline Kings are hosting an interclub Iron Bowl Game on Sunday 25th June 2017. This is a game a little different than 

normal as it will be Kings Vs Kings with 2 teams drafted prior to the event. This means that players will need to play both offence 

and defense hence the name iron bowl as this will be a tough and physically demanding game to the players. This also gives 

players a chance to play in positions they normally wouldn’t be in giving each player more experience and a bit of fun at the 

midpoint in the year. 

Upcoming Fixtures 

The Dunfermline Kings are also in action in June and July facing off in Home and Away games with the Dundee Hurricanes. The 

first game will take place on June 18th 2017 which will be a friendly game at Duloch Leisure Centre in Dunfermline and due to no 

referees and assessor’s this will not be an associate game and the away game will take place on July 16th up in Dundee.  
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Carnegie Steelers 
 

Game Week 3 Review – Saturday 6th May 2017 
The Steelers would come into week 3 needing some wins to help their playoff push this year. 

Game 1 – Steelers Vs Midlothian Sabers 

Week 3 of the season saw the Steelers play games 5 , 6 and 7. First up in game 5 was against the Midlothian Sabers, a new team 

last year that has picked up a few experienced players from the chargers to bolster their squad, the Steelers however were ready 

and focused being in a must win mindset from the start and dominated on both sides of the ball to ensure a good 48-7 victory 

which saw QB Fraser Reid utilizing his full quota of receivers well and spreading the ball around all game and the Steeler defense 

helping themselves to 4 interceptions to give the weekend a perfect start. 

Game 2 – Steelers Vs Glasgow Hornets 

Game 2 of the day and Game 6 of the season saw the Steelers face the Glasgow Hornets, a team that narrowly missed winning 

the national championship by 1pt and had started the season on fire dismantling all teams with ease as they push for another 

national championship chance. In the first half the Hornets had opened up a 32-0 lead as their compliment of GB players on both 

sides of the ball stifled the Steelers alongside a number of speed catches and errors however in the 2nd half a new resolve saw 

the Steelers adjust and lost 14-7 giving a final scoreline of 46-7 to the Hornets. 

Game 3 – Steelers Vs Edinburgh Outlaws 

The final game of the day and Game 7 of the season saw the Steelers face off against a familiar foe in the Edinburgh Outlaws, a 

team that had continuously won close encounters over the years. The Outlaws quickly opened up a 12 point lead before the 

Steelers adjusted and came storming back to take a 13-12 halftime lead ,again missed opportunities at the end of the first half 

and beginning of the 2nd saw the Steelers miss a chance to extend this lead leaving everyone wondering if this was another 

game that would go to the Outlaws but a determination on defense and the speed of Kyle McCallum blitzing the Outlaws QBs 

led to 4 sacks and no opportunities for the Outlaws to move the ball effectively in the 2nd half, with Fraser Reid leading the 

offence to another 2 scores the game was over before a last consolation score for Outlaws but all in all a deserving victory 27-20 

for the Steelers moving them to 3-4 for the season and enhancing their playoff chances. With a 7 week wait till the next set of 

games, it gives the Steelers a chance to recover from injuries and get ready as they will face the division winners Grangemouth 

Broncos and the team standing in their way to the playoffs the Dunbeth dragons for games 8 and 9. 
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Carnegie Renegades 
 

Game Week 3 Review - Sunday 7th May 2017 

Renegades were back in action in match day three, against the Northern Aberdeen Oilcats, and playoff chasing Dunbeth 

dragons, all games were played in the heat of Duloch in Dunfermline. 

Game 1 – Renegades Vs Aberdeen Oilcats 

First up was the oilcats, who brought a massive squad with them, we can only assume there was no one in the granite city this 

morning. Renegades started strong moving the ball gaining yards, and even took a surprise 7-0 lead scored by Mclean and the 

XP by Anderson. The Oilcats ran to their strengths utilising GB Athlete Gary Elliot to keep them in the game, the Renegades went 

into the half down 7 with the score finely poised at 21-14 in the Oilcats favour. A few adjustments to the Renegades and the heat 

starting to play a factor, the Oilcats drew away from the Renegades, scoring a further 4 times to the Renegades 1 making the final 

score 46-21 in the Oilcats favour. Memorable moments came from Renegade’s Rian Robertson and his blistering pace causing 

problems, he even scored twice, this is a young man to watch in coming seasons. 

Game 2 – Renegades Vs Dunbeth Dragons 

This was a feisty encounter with both teams missing players although the dragons added their “top dawg” Craig Murray to the 

line-up. This was a game of missed opportunities for the Renegades, from driving the ball well to getting to the red Zone and 

struggling to complete, saying that the game ebbed and flowed nicely, Renegades going ahead with the score from Harwood 

and XP from Anderson, before the Dragons got a score on the board, Robertson then broke a couple tackles for a runaway TD 

before Dragons scored, on the Dragons XP Mclean took the pick and ran in back for 2 , a further score from both teams, and a 

converted XP from Renegades gave them the lead at the half 22-20. The second half became a heated affair with both teams 

being warned from the ref crew, this may have fired up the Dragons who trailed 35-33 with 1 minute 30secomds left, 

inexperience from Renegades meant the Dragons for the ball back with 30sec after a successful completion to move 10yards 

forward two blocking blitzed calls brought the ball back to the original spot, so 17 secs remain and a catch by TJ got Dragons 

over the half with 9 secs remaining, this is where Dragons went to Mr Reliable, an outside bench in the end zone and pin point 

pass by Ally Aitken game the dragons the lead, with 1 second remaining Renegades couldn’t muster a score, and so the game 

ended 39-35 to Dragons, Player of the Game was Ross Mclean his Interceptions really giving the Renegades the impetus to drive 

on and convert, Memorable moment was the fiery outburst by the Dragons, although the Renegades maintained their 

composure. Both games showed the progress the Renegades have made in the off season, this can only positive for the team as 

they strive for playoff football, next games are not for another 6 weeks. 
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Carnegie Bowl 
 

The annual Carnegie Bowl which puts all the Carnegie American Football Club player in Flag Belts took place on Sunday 11th June 

2017. This year we had the Carnegie Steelers and the Carnegie Renegades our flag teams and also the Carnegie Eagles and 

Dunfermline Kings participating in this years tournament. The Dunfermline Kings would also be entering 2 teams giving us a 5 

team tounrmament this year and showing how much the Kings have grown and the interest in playing flag football as a pathway 

to playing tackle. Sadly though the Kirkcaldy Bulls would not be taking part this year due to a clash in dates with the Great Britain 

Flag Sessions in Manchester and also with 1 week away from Tough Mudder an endurance event where some Bulls were taking 

part they didn’t want to risk injury. 

Sadly the Eagles also withdrew on the morning of the tournament leave the Steelers, Renegades and both the Kings East and 

Kings West to duel it out for Carnegie Bowl Champion 2017. 

 

Due to the King East running slightly late the first game of the day would be between the Renegades and the Kings West, which 

would be a good test for the renegades in there opening game but also a chance for the Kings West to see what they could do 

on the Flag Field. The game ended 27-7 to the Renegades in the short 12 minute half game but didn’t reflect how impressive the 

Kings were for not having much flag experience. The Kings west would then face the Steelers and this was a much closer affair 

with the Steelers only winning by 1 point 13-12 which showed how good these Kings players were playing. In the other game 

running at the same time the Renegades found themselves against ex player Daniel Picton who was leading the Dunfermline 

Kings East Team which ended up 19-6 to the Renegades who again showed some fire power against the Kings team giving them 

2 wins from 2 games to start the day. 

Next up was the flag team derby between the Renegades and the Steelers and after the Renegades getting one up on the 

Steelers during league play they knew the Steelers would be after Revenge. During the game though there was a torrential down 

pouring of rain which didn’t make things easy and led to a few Interceptions from both teams and the first score of the game 

didn’t come till the second half when Stuart Anderson found Ross Dawkins for the game winning TD as the Game ended up 6-0 

ina close fought defensive scrap. 

Another big game was up next as the Kings West faced off against the King East to see who would get the bragging rights in the 

Kings camp for 2017 and it was a really close game with some incredible catches and runs you would expect to see from a 

Running back but with helmets and pads on. The game ended with only 1 point splitting the 2 teams and it was again the Kings 

west coming up short by that mere 1 point 22-21. This gave the Kings East the Win and took them to 1-1 for the day similar to the 

Steelers. 

So it came down to the last game of the groups to decide who would face off against the 3-0 Renegades in the final and the 

Steelers would show of there experience on both the Offence and the Defence closing out the game 12-0 and setting up an all 

flag team final.  

In the Final the weather would start to play its part to begin with as it came on rain and nobody was wanting to throw the ball so 

there was a lot of pitch and option plays to try get space for the offence to run with the ball. Similar to the first game between 

the 2 teams there was a lot of offensive mistakes which led to interceptions and the turning over of the ball and similar to the first 

game it was the 1 TD that made the difference with Ross Dawkins finding Stuart Anderson up the middle for that 6 points and the 

conversion of the XP. The Renegades would then hold on and run out the clock to win the Carnegie Bowl for 2017. 

The Club would like to thank everyone for taking part, the volunteers on the day, Duloch Leisure Centre and everyone else who 

helped put together the days action of football. 
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Dates for Your Diary 

Sunday 18th June 

Dunfermline Kings Vs Dundee Hurricanes (Home) 

 

Sunday 25th June (At Grangemouth) 

 Steelers Vs Grangemouth Broncos 

 Steelers Vs Dunbeth Dragons 

 Dunfermline Kings Iron Bowl 

 

Saturday 1st July (At Glasgow) 

 Steelers Vs Clyde Comets 

 Steelers Vs Aberdeen Oilcats 

 

Sunday 9th July (At Paisley) 

 Renegades Vs Glasgow Hornets 

 Renegades Vs Clyde Comets 

 Renegades Vs Paisley Spartans 

 

Sunday 16th July  

 Dunfermline Kings Vs Dundee Hurricanes (Away) 

 

Saturday 22nd July (At Clyde) 

 Renegades Vs Edinburgh Outlaws 

 Renegades Vs Midlothian Sabers 

 


